
Vacanze sicure
all’Arborina Relais

Dear Guests,
A holiday in Langa means nature, outdoor spaces, pleasure, good food and wine but mostly peace 
and quiet and exclusive. To offer you all this, we have transformed the way we work.To guarantee a 
stress free and safe holiday Arborina style, we have set up new opportunities for our Guests:

Cancellation policy
More flexible cancellation policy and it will be possible to draw up an insurance policy!

Safe breakfast
You can choose to have breakfast in the privacy of your Suite or in the breakfast hall with 
dedicated service to your table. The choice is up to you! The style and the quality of our special 
breakfast does not change, in fact we will take this chance to spoil you even more with a dedicated 
service!

Access to the spa and to the swimming pool
Relaxing in our SPA and in our swimming pool will be guaranteed with safe distanced sunbeds, 
but with regulated access as to guarantee peace and safety to everyone. The SPA is only 
accessible upon reservation and in a private way.

Sanitary safety
Our rooms have always been sanitised before the arrival of the guests and we will keep doing that 
according to the WHO guidelines. Furthermore, our guests can be assured that each room has its 
own individual forced-air appliance, and they will receive hand sanitizers and masks.

Check-in and online concierge
Our Reception, ready for any emergencies, can take care of you also online, starting from the 
check in procedure that can be activated on your mobile phone before your arrival. Upon the 
arrival, the devices MANET (smartphones as loan for use) will be at your disposal during your stay. 
Thanks to MANET you will be able to chat or make a reservation for extra services directly from 
your room, without leaving the comfort, the relax and the safety of your Suite!

Thanks to our spirit of hospitality and adaptation, we will spoil you as always and we will guarantee 
a tailor made and exclusive service… even in a time like this one!

Do not hesitate to contact us for further 
information, let us take care of you!


